
GLOUCESTERSHIRE SPIRITUAL DIRECTION TRUST 
Minutes of Trustee Meeting – 9th September 2021 - held on Zoom  

 
Present: Chris Mason, Siobhan Smith, Sarah Richards, Ian Spencer,Anne Solomon,Ian Bussell, Jayne 
Webband Ann Morris 
 
1. The meeting was opened by Chris M 

 
2. Sarah R led us to a quiet place on the Iona sea shore 

 
3. Minutes of last meeting and matters arising  

Chris M is progressing the register of Ecumenical Fellowship members 
Trustee Register now complete 
Siobhan S is preparing to update CIO information, and send in reports and accounts for year to 2020 

 
4. Finance Report – Ann M 

A summary of accounts will be sent out with these minutes – this is the report that is being sent to 
Charity Commission re year ending 2020  
Bank account access is a little ‘iffy’ Chris M has tried logging on, but not successful.  Ann can access, but 
is holding a reserve in GISD account until glitches sorted.  Perhaps we need less Trustees with access, as 
one logging on cannot always answer questions that relate to previous user?  Issue to be discussed at a 
future meeting.   
Chris M will give out bank details to those paying for future events – and will liaise with Ann M to check 
all have paid. 
 

5. Ecumenical Community – Chris M reported: 
Events update: 

• October 14th with speaker Catherine Williams reflecting on people’s experiences at a time of 
pandemic - Zoom 

• 20th October - a meeting for supervisors  – topic barriers to supervision and creative ways of 
working - Zoom 

• 27th November - Working with Shame – conversation between Christopher Chapman and 
Martin Capps – the fee will be £500 total – so a payment of £25 will be asked from 
participants. 

• Supervision training locally based Course – disappointing response – advertising widened to 
adjacent areas – 2 applicants so unlikely the course will move forward this year. 

• Changes – twoapplicant to the fellowship currently – one is taking a time-out, and another 
returning from a time-out 
 

6. Insurance – the issue has been around for a long time, and is acknowledged as an issue, but dilemmas 
are not resolved. 
Public liability – professional indemnity? 
It depends on the context, the climate of risk, safe practice, and reluctance to engage in the debate. 
Anne S – 

• as a course we haven’t taken a view, but made sure that all students are able to make an 
informed decision  



• as Trustees of a charity, providing a service to the public to introduce them to SDs, we are 
responsible for best practice – concerned with ethical accountability rather than financial 
liability 

• 3 models adopted by some SD organisations 
o the holding organisation sees directors as individual practioners – may recognise that 

insurance is good practice, but do not insist.  Add a liability disclaimer, stating that all 
SDs on list are well trained, but the organisation is not responsible. 

o Organisations such as Dioceses – feel that legally the liability doesn’t remove 
responsibility, and add SDs to their own insurance policies (eg, Bath and Wells, Truro) 

o The Clifton Diocese requires all SDs on their list to provide proof that they have 
insurance.  They do not suggest one-three possible SDs to enquirers – but show list on-
line.  This approach has greatly reduced the number on the list. 
 

Question – what is the relationship between those on the list and the Trust – and what 
model would fit this? 
Sarah Rasked where we sit as an organisation in terms of level of professional 
responsibility? The level of ‘professionalism’ would affect issues like response to 
spiritual abuse, signposting etc, potentially requiring a safeguarding officer? 

   Does payment to SDs make for a different relationship? 
Releasing list widely on internet (as Clifton) could have the potential to leave SDs 
open to abuse from someone unknown contacting them so need to remain mindful 
of this and personal security. 
Chris M sees the fellowship as a group of individuals – but issues of supervision are 
focussed on more frequently now – and issues of donations rather than offered free, or 
fixed payment must be set out at the start. 
Ian S – as a yoga practitioner – where physical injury a possibility – insurance mandatory 
even when training. 
Question – as Trustees do we make this clear to people coming onto list?  Our responsibility 
is to recommend – and signpost insurers who may be willing to offer a discount to our 
members. 
Ian B suggested that as the Trust has been set up as a network of individuals, we could limit 
our discussion to Model 1 and work through the consequences – is our communication 
effective 
ACTION – Chris M will email names for two groups to arrange a meeting to reflect on this 
issue in October and bring suggestions to next Trustee meeting in November 
 

7. Safeguarding Training – Chris M has approached the Diocese re targeted training but has not yet had a 
response.  Anne S asked how our role impact the way we respond to issues like this.  Importance of 
clarity over our role.   
ACTION: to be continued 
 

8. Course Update – Siobhan S 
• Little has changed re the curriculum during the review because we realised how comprehensive 

it is – it evolves from one course to the next. 
• The form of the course is radically different – blended course, mainly on-line with two 

residential weekends and four workshop days meeting face-to-face.  We hope it will be 
sufficient to make a deep connection between participants. The decision is partially financial, 
part problem of suitable venue for break out rooms. 



• Two new facilitators are prepared to offer their time: Jon Travers, a former student, college 
chaplain with experience of teaching and supporting participant groups over Zoom – and is also 
one of the review team -   and Edyta Mills – a former student, and a clinical psychologist. 

• A new course brochure has been sent out to those on the ‘interested on Course L’ list, to the 
Trustees and will now be sent out to retreat houses and other organisations. 

• 14 applications (from the 44 on the interested list) have been received to date (for 18 places) – 
3 men!  References are being followed up, and then a meeting with 2 facilitators will be 
arranged to discern whether this is the right course, at the right time for applicant – then a 
decision made whether to offer a place 

• Shape of  Zoom course day – 9.30 am to 2pm – followed later in day by a one hour tutor group 
meeting – to be arranged at a convenient time for the group 

• Ref the possibilities – if a session has wider interest, may be able to offer it to (limited) number 
of members of the Fellowship eg Dreams, Creativity in SD 

• We do need volunteers for specific roles eg 
o Zoom Driver, not to teach but manage the day 
o A sixth facilitator 
o to offer leading specific sessions – Trustee volunteers would be welcome! 
o a website co-ordinator 
o possibly observers for practicals  
ACTION: Forward an update and request to members of Fellowship to Chris M within next 
two weeks to be included in Autumn Newsletter 
 

9. Away day – for Trustees – Length of day?  In the Spring – noodle to try to fix a day.  Who to facilitate?  
Venue?  Trust to pay for venue, facilitator, and travel. 
ACTION: Suggestions and Decisions  

 
10. Website for the Trust- explore whether we can use current course website to include a page/pages on 

the work of the Trust, plus a link for those looking for a director to contact 
ACTION: Chris will give Ann and Course team some ideas of what he would like, at least as an interim 
measure, while we continue to explore the possibilities – and Ann/Chris can contact our webmaster 
to make it happen. 
 

11. Date of next meetings: 
• Thursday 18th November – 10-12noon on Zoom 
• Tuesday 12th January – 4-6pm on Zoom 
• Thursday 3rd March – 2-4pm on Zoom 
• Date for Away Day tba 
• Date for AGM tba 

 
 
To be actioned: 

• ACTION: Agenda Item - At a future meeting a topic to discuss may be how and who makes 
decisions. 

• ACTION – Prepare a Register of Members–work in progress 
• ACTION – to appeal to all Fellowship members for volunteers -especially Secretary and 

Treasurer 
• ACTION – Agenda item to discuss which Trustees should be signatories, and who has internet 

access to monitor the account along with the Treasurer. 



• ACTION – Chris M will email names for two groups to arrange a meeting to reflect on this issue 
in October and bring suggestions to next Trustee meeting in November 

• ACTION:safeguarding discussion to be continued 
• ACTION: Forward an update and request to members of Fellowship to Chris M within next two 

weeks to be included in Autumn Newsletter 
• ACTION: Suggestions and Decisions on Away Day 
• ACTION: Chris will give Ann and Course team some ideas of what he would like, at least as an 

interim measure, while we continue to explore the possibilities – and Ann/Chris can contact 
our webmaster to make it happen. 
 
 
 

 


